INTRODUCTION
The words "text," "texture," and "textile" all have the same root -the Latin textus, "woven." While carpets are usually knotted or woven from the bottom up, "©Brenda Danet, September, 2002. 4 this digital art is "woven" from the top down, left to right, as in knitting and ordinary word-processing. When creating an IRC image, one "knits" each "stitch" from left to right, determining whether it will contain a typographic symbol or not, what color it will be, and what color the background will be.
Types of rainbow Art and Links to Traditional Folk Art
Rainbow art may be either abstract or figurative; both are about equally common. In abstract images, typographic symbols are typically repeated in patterned ways, though not always as elaborately as in Figure 2 . Figurative images are "drawn" with typographic symbols, either in so-called "solid style" (Figure 3 ), or "line style" (Figure 4 ), as has been true also of ASCII art.
(Figures 2-4)
While abstract images are almost without exception original works by IRC artists, many, perhaps most, figurative images incorporate and adapt works taken from ASCII art collections on the Web, as is the case for the rose in Figure   3 , originally by Normand Veilleux. 10 The arrangement of cats in Figure 4 is based on a design of a single cat by Joan Stark, an Ohio housewife and mother whose ASCII creations have inspired many rainbow artists. 11 These examples suggest that figurative images are generally twodimensional, non-illusionistic, and stylized, like many types of traditional folk art.
Similarly, abstract designs often resemble geometric designs in carpets, weavings, cross-stitch embroidery, needlepoint, and patchwork quilts.
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Rainbow images resemble works in these crafts primarily because they too are created on a grid, not necessarily visible to the eye.
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From Material to Digital Quilting
Rainbow art is a form of "quilting in time," rather than space, in which the "patches" consist only of bits and bytes. The display of images in social context partially resembles traditional North American quilting bees, in which women met not only to combine the layers of a quilt, but also to socialize. The women chatted while working, and after the quilting, the men joined them for socializing and dancing (Dewhurst, McDowell and Macdowell 1979: 51-52; Yabsley 1984: 56) .
There is a certain poignancy to this form of online quilting: whereas a cloth quilt persists over time, long after the social relationships surrounding its creation have dissipated, this art is entirely ephemeral--just how ephemeral is explained, below.
Despite the analogy to quilting, rainbow players do not use terms associated with it. They speak of "coloring" and "drawing" "art," in rather child-like fashion.
Still, the analogy to quilting is salient for some. A woman nicknamed <patches> was Webmistress for the channel Website and channel "owner" or leader from 1999 to 2002. As her nickname hints, she is an experienced quilter. In a private chat in 1997 I asked her if she saw a resemblance between IRC art and quilting.
She immediately displayed for me three quilt patterns she had transformed into IRC images. One of these, "Trip Around the World," is shown in Figure 5 .
( Figure 5 ) In addition to the main channel, the players eventually created a second channel where participants can go to get help with technical problems, to rehearse the display of images or learn new techniques for doing so, and to chat.
Despite this development and evidence of growing social ties behind the scenes, not discussed here, the main channel has remained primarily a place to communicate in the ritualized, restricted fashion that I have described. 
FEATURES OF RAINBOW ART
I turn now to a discussion of seven distinctive features of rainbow art ( Figure   6 ).
Interactivity
The first, fundamental feature of this art is interactivity. This term means many things to many people. 13 Here, it means that people interact directly with other people in real time, and not just with computers or with Web pages. This contrasts sharply with two other online "quilting" phenomena, both on the World Wide Web.
Digital "friendship quilts" are Web-based assemblages of "patches"
contributed by various individuals, generally women ( Figure 7 ). They are an adaptation of the idea of traditional American friendship quilts, which were constitute a social network of sorts, and some of these sites are explicitly organized into Webrings. However, social ties among participants are tenuous, and invisible to the casual visitor to these sites.
Another, very different sub-culture of online amateur art co-opting the notion of quilting is that of computer underground artists. Until recently, the iconography of these mainly male groups of teenagers and young adults was lurid, transgressive, often violent, drawing on comics, science fiction, horror films, and other elements in popular culture. 15 Surprisingly, artists are now creating large images they too call "quilts." Participants work on "tiles" -their term for patches--of huge figurative, high-resolution images, done by individuals who do not know much about what is adjacent. Participation resembles working together on a giant puzzle--but in this case creating it, not putting known parts together.
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A quilt in progress as of January 2002 ( Figure 9 ) was called "Knots." Knots and ropes of endless varieties of texture, color and shape were "braided" together. 16 Participants in these digital quilts are primarily creating collective artworks, not cultivating social ties or expressing group solidarity, as I shall argue is the case for rainbow players.
( Figure 9 )
Ephemerality
A second distinctive feature of rainbow art is that it is truly ephemeral, even more so than ASCII art, even though both are intangible. Whereas ASCII art can be viewed offline on a computer in any text-editing program, ordinarily rainbow art can only be viewed when (1) one is logged on to the Internet; (2) the mIRC program is open; (3) one has connected successfully to an IRC server; and (4) one has joined a channel. 17 Also, while one can print ASCII art, IRC images can be printed only if they are first transformed into regular graphic images, as I have done. Similarly, IRC images must be transformed into graphic images for display on the Web.
Brilliant Color
Another important characteristic of IRC art is the burst into brilliant color, not visible in the print version of the illustrations for this article. Its predecessor, ASCII art, is usually shown white on black, or black on a white background. On early computer screens it was displayed in phosporescent green or amber pixels on a dark screen.
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The 16 colors that may be used in mIRC, as in any Windows-based program, include the three primary colors, red, yellow and blue, as well many other shades, along with black, gray and white. One can choose the color both of the typographic symbol in a given "slot" in an image and of its background. One can also create images consisting of just solid colors, though this is much rarer.
Although one can't mix colors, via careful control of adjacent colors one can create three-dimensional effects, and modify the appearance of a given color.
The diamond-shaped image in Figure 10 appears to have depth because of the controlled use of black, blue-black, bright blue, gray, and white. The effect resembles some 1960s Op Art (Parola 1996) .
( Figure 10 )
The players' love of bright color is sometimes quite explicit. One image included the mini-text, "Hey! Look! They've added colors to this black and white world."
Love for the juxtaposition of many bright colors is also reflected in the channel name, rainbow. Generally, bright colors make people feel good:
The love of color is especially prominent in childhood and in pre- Especially when alternated, gaudy colors are perceived to ward off evil in many cultures (Paine 1990: 148) . Lichtenstein (1993:54) and Riley (1995: 20) . Of more recent times,
Batchelor notes
During Black is also very prominent in rainbow art, primarily as filled background, for both abstract and figurative images. While the Kreitlers summarize research indicating that black "implies death, night, anxiety, defeat, and depression" (Kreitler and Kreitler 1972: 69) , it is also often associated with magic and mystery. This association is relevant here too, as in the black of the darkened theater enhancing the magic of a performance. Black helps to conjure up a protected, magical space, set off from the potentially ominous messiness of the physical world. More pragmatically, a black background also contrasts well with the use of bright colors; when images are backlit on the computer screen, the colors seem to glow.
Sound Clips: The Trend toward Multimedia Performance
Fourth, rainbow images are often displayed together with a brief sound clip, either of songs or, less commonly, of real-life sounds such as something crashing, or laughter. The players create and collect sounds, to a lesser extent than they create and collect images. Many scheduled shows have sets of sound files to go with them. Players must download and install the sound files in advance. Only if sounds are already on players' hard disks will they be able to "©Brenda Danet, September, 2002. 13 hear them when activated in context. A special genre developed for shows is "timed texts," extended sequences of large images accompanied by longer sound clips, even whole songs.
Prominence of Ornament, Pattern and Symmetry
Fifth, and perhaps most important for my research agenda, rainbow art features prominent ornament, pattern, and symmetry, as is abundantly clear in [They] are not generally essential to the structure of an object, but they can…emphasize or disguise structural elements, particularly in architecture, and they can fulfil an iconographic role… 18 The creation of pattern relies on three characteristics, a unit, repetition of that unit, and a system of organization.
A pattern can be defined as a design composed of one or more motifs, multiplied and arranged in an orderly sequence, and a single motif as a unit with which the designer composes a pattern by repeating it at regular intervals over a surface. The motif itself is not a pattern, but it is used to create patterns.
(Phillips and Bunce 1993 1993: 7).
"©Brenda Danet, September, 2002. 14 In theory, rainbow players could create images consisting just of one block of solid color, inserting the recipient's nick before displaying them. In terms of communicative function narrowly construed, such "plain" images would be adequate. In fact, participants never play such images. In over five years of following the channel, I have never seen a single image without either a figurative component or some play with color or typography or both, creating some kind of pattern or symmetry.
"Symmetry…..is one idea by which man through the ages has tried to comprehend and create order, beauty, and perfection (Weyl 1952: 5) . It pertains to "the correspondence in size, form and arrangement of parts on opposite sides of a plane, line, or point," or to "regularity of form or arrangement with reference to corresponding parts." 19 My analyses indicate that the turn to pattern and symmetry in rainbow art has deep psychological and social roots, and that vertical bilateral symmetry in particular serves as a visual metaphor for communitas (Pocius 1979; Danet in preparation b) .
There is little evidence of concern with pattern and symmetry in ASCII art, which is almost entirely figurative. In contrast, pattern and symmetry abound in rainbow art, especially in all-over abstract designs like Figure 2 , but also in the fields of figurative designs (Figure 4 ), 20 and in the borders surrounding many images, whether abstract or figurative. In Figure 11 the border is especially elaborate, far more so, in fact, than the field. This is an example of a "multiple," a sub-genre of images the players developed in which it is possible to honor two or Occasionally, artists also use exotic typographic symbols to enhance the words in short texts; they call this practice "fancy letters." Originally, it was hackers who used eccentric typographic characters in plain text, often intentionally reducing legibility. They did so in order to annoy, to be outrageous "©Brenda Danet, September, 2002. 16 and transgressive, and to signal membership in an elitist in-group. It is ironic that IRC players have domesticated and democratized this practice. For them, eccentric typography in meaningful verbal texts is merely decorative and ceremonial.
Pre-fabricated Utterances in Figurative Images
A final distinctive feature of rainbow art is the inclusion of a short text in figurative images, as in traditional paper greeting cards. The mini-text in Figure 3 is typical: "I searched the world for a perfect rose…. I found you…perfect as a rose." Mini-texts transform images from "just art" into a usable potential token for interaction. They are a variety of "pre-fabricated utterances" (Herrnstein-Smith 1978: 59), verbal structures preassembled for later use as natural utterances.
The function of a greeting-card message is "not to represent a natural utterance but to become one" (Herrnstein-Smith 1978: 60).
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There is considerable creativity in choosing an appropriate mini-text to go with a particular image. Some are sentimental, even gushingly so; others are humorous and light-hearted, like the one containing a stylized octopus in Figure   13 , together with the mini-text, "I feel like I'm all hands around you." Some minitexts are metaphoric or non-executable in nature, as in the invitation, "Sail away with me," combined with an image of a sailboat. This points to the hybrid nature of rainbow art and communication as paradoxically both mock and serious.
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( Figure 13) "©Brenda Danet, September, 2002. 17 including some that are difficult to execute in this medium. Indeed, the artists enjoy the challenge of creating ever-new and striking effects, pushing this very restricted medium to its limits.
CONCLUSION
Artists and players have evolved their own norms about the use of ASCII art in their work. Many embed the name, initials or nickname of the ASCII artist whose work has been appropriated in the coding of the image, along with their own nick, making credit to the ASCII artist invisible when the image is displayed.
"©Brenda Danet, September, 2002. 18 When I asked if this didn't deprive ASCII and IRC artists of full credit, a number of rainbow artists replied that making names and initials part of the image would spoil it. I believe that this response is evidence of artists' and players' aspirations for good gestalts.
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I suggested at the beginning of the paper that creating, playing and viewing images are all means for the players to strive for a sense of closure, completion, or perfection--in other words, for good gestalts. The notion of gestalt pertains to our tendency to perceive a stimulus as "whole" even if some portion of it is absent, or to prefer "wholes" to stimuli that are less than whole. A basic assumption of gestalt theory is that people naturally strive for "good gestalts," for stimuli that are organized. The theory contends that unorganized stimuli are experienced as tension-producing, whereas organized stimuli are experienced as tension-reducing.
Because the pursuit of closure in rainbow art occurs in a social context, I
believe that formal aspects of images also have important connections with the social nature of communication online. That is, creating, playing and viewing images with certain formal characteristics are also a means to strive for enclosure-for a sense of belonging, for communitas. In this context, the connection between the terms "closure" and "enclosure" is not merely eytomological, but empirical.
In another paper (Danet In Probably, these words apply no less to rainbow artists and players than to artists and craftspeople who have worked with clay or cloth in the past . 24. See Kreitler and Kreitler (1972) , Chap. 4 for a clear exposition of the notion of good gestalt.
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